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1 Introduction
In 1961 Haskell Curry published his by now famous paper on ‘Some Logical Aspects
of Grammatical Structure’ (Curry 1961). In this paper, large parts of which had already been written in the 1940s, he made a distinction between what he called the
tectogrammatics and the phenogrammatics of language. The latter is language as it
appears or manifests itself; the former language as it is built, its underlying structure.1
The distinction between these two levels—very similar to the more recent distinction
between abstract syntax and concrete syntax in compiler theory—enabled Curry to
get rid of directionality in the type system in categorial grammar. In 1953 Bar-Hillel
had introduced a distinction between categories of expressions seeking material to their
right and of those seeking material to their left (Bar-Hillel 1953) and this distinction
had been taken over by Lambek (1958), but Curry critizises the resulting type system
for its ‘admixture of phenogrammatics’.
While Curry uses a functional type system on the tectogrammatical level similar
to the system introduced by Ajdukiewicz (1935) (and to the one still in use in simple
type theory), he models phenogrammatics with the help of functors, which are ‘means
of combining phrases to form other phrases’. Any kind of operation from sequences of
phrases to phrases is allowed here. The transformations of Transformational Grammar
The author wishes to thank the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) for
supporting the Workshop on New Directions in Type-theoretic Grammars, held in Dublin,
6–10 August, 2007.
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E-mail: r.a.muskens@uvt.nl
1 Classical Greek téktwn means builder (compare architect), while faínw means appear or
shine (phenotype, phenomenon). I am grateful to David Dowty for pointing this out.
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type
N
FN S
F2 N N S
F3 N N N S
F2 (FN N )(FN N )(FN N )

functors
John, Sue, Fred, he
—1 smokes, —1 dances, —1 is running
—1 loves —2 , —1 admires —2
—1 introduces —2 to —3 , —1 is between —2 and —3
both —1 and —2

Table 1 Some functors and their types.

are given as an example, but one could also think of rules like ‘put past morphology
on the head of X’, or ‘attach Y just before the head of Z’. In Curry’s paper, moreover,
much use is made of incomplete phrases. In (1) we give some examples.
(1) a. both —1 and —2
b. —1 were eaten by the children
c. —1 is between —2 and —3
The items in (1) are functors, with the blanks indicating where arguments are to be
inserted, and the subscripts constraining the order in which these insertions can take
place. (1c), for example, combines the phrases Paris, London, and Berlin (in that order)
to form the sentence Paris is between London and Berlin.
Curry also considers a type system2 for functors, with types as in Table 1 (some of
the examples are mine, not Curry’s) and gives a rule that makes an obvious connection
with Lambek’s system:
. . . Lambek’s “ ‘f ’ is an N/S” would mean the same as “ ‘f —1 ’ is an FSN ”,
whereas his “ ‘f ’ is an N \S” would mean the same as my “ ‘f —1 ’ is an FN S”.
Thus Lambek’s conception has an admixture of phenogrammatics. Moreover it
seems to break down completely with reference to functors which are not either
prefixes or suffixes.
Note that while this rule can easily be generalised to all second order types, it is not
clear what should be done with expressions of higher order. The adverb in —3 dances
beautifully should presumably correspond to a functor —2 beautifully. But then how
exactly does this functor combine with —1 dances to form the desired result? Some
form of gap management is needed here, but, although Curry’s own combinators would
provide an ideal instrument to achieve it, none is given.
Some extra machinery therefore needs to be developed in order to get a grammar in
Curry’s spirit working. The effort may well be worth it, as Curry’s complaint that directional grammars cannot represent functors other than prefixes or suffixes is spot on.
Lambek categorial grammars essentially fail to deal with medial gaps. While they can
easily handle extractions such as in the boys Zelda admired, they have problems with
those such as in the books Zelda bought in Paris (Moortgat 1997). This is a direct consequence of the attempt to regulate word order on the level of the type system. In fact, a
lot of research carried out within the Lambek paradigm can be seen as the invention of
a series of epicycles needed to counter this architectural mistake. Lambek’s realization
2 Curry’s notation for types will be unfamiliar to many readers, but can easily be translated
to a more familiar one: Delete all the Fs (subscripted or not) and restore parentheses using the
rule that ABC is short for A(BC). So F2 (FN N )(FN N )(FN N ) is (N N )(N N )(N N ), which is
short for (N N )((N N )(N N )), for example.
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that grammatical extraction and hypothetical reasoning (or lambda abstraction) are
one and the same thing has been absolutely pivotal to categorial grammar, but type
directionality should be considered a red herring.
While the pheno/tecto distinction proposed by Curry has never become mainstream
in categorial grammar (let alone in linguistics), interest has not ceased to exist. Two
highlights of the approach undoubtedly are David Dowty’s (1982; 1995).3 In the first of
these papers Dowty firmly associates tectogrammatics with those parts of a grammar
which are language universal, while placing phenogrammatics in the language specific
part.4 Modelling tectostructure with the help of a reduced form of Montague’s analysis
trees (Montague 1973), Dowty lets (2) go proxy for the language universal structure of
the sentence that in English is expressed as John hits Mary.
(2)
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While Montague’s original analysis trees have phenogrammatic material decorating all
their nodes, Dowty considers reduced forms where such material is lacking. Different
languages may realize analysis trees in different ways, on the basis of their own versions of Montague’s ‘structural operations’. While English decorates (2) with the help of
something akin to Montague’s (1973) rules F4 and F5 , resulting in (3a), Japanese, using
different rules, arrives at (3b). Other languages have a completely different phenogrammatics.
(3) a.

[John hits Mary]
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The distinction between tectogrammatics and phenogrammatics is somewhat reminiscent of the division between syntax and “phonology” in current versions of the
Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), but while “phonology” mainly seems to play the
role of a wastebasket in the latter, Dowty (1995) provides detailed proposals for the
phenogrammatics of fragments of English and Finnish. The basic data structures in
3

Dowty (1995) was presented at a conference in January 1990.
Curry already makes a remark going in this direction: “It is to be expected that grammatical structure will vary less from language to language than does the phenogrammatics.”
(Curry 1961, p. 66)
4
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constant c
john
woman
smokes
loves
believes
every
a

type τ
D
N
DS
DDS
SDS
N (DS)S
N (DS)S

ϕ(c)
John
woman
λt.(t • smokes)
λt0 λt.(t • (loves • t0 ))
λt0 λt.(t • (believes • t0 ))
λtλT.T (every • t)
λtλT.T (a • t)

δ(τ )
νt
νt
(νt)νt
(νt)(νt)νt
(νt)(νt)νt
(νt)((νt)νt)νt
(νt)((νt)νt)νt

Table 2 An Abstract Categorial Grammar connecting tectostructure with phenogrammatics.

Dowty’s proposal are unordered lists and the default operation on these is a simple
merge, but order is constrained by linear precedence principles (borrowed from Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar, Gazdar et al. 1985), by rule specific operations
(which are marked), and by the general rule that the expressions belonging to a bounding category cannot mingle with expressions outside of that category. The answer to
the question which are bounding categories can vary across languages, on the other
hand. The resulting system liberates word order considerations from the straitjacket
of the ordered tree and redefines the rules of play for syntactic theory.
Dowty’s theory is best appreciated from a linguistic point of view, but there is a
formal bonus too. Anyone who has ever tried to prove anything about the fragment in
Montague (1973) will have noticed that a simple inductive definition of the notion of
‘analysis tree’ would come in extremely handy, but Montague (1973) gives no proper
definition. Muskens (1995) therefore defines a language of labeled bracketings such as
the one in (4a) (the labels follow the numbering of syntactic rules in Montague 1973).
Analysis trees like this one provide the core of the system and subsequently defined
functions homomorphically send analysis trees to strings and to semantic values. In
particular, a function σ is defined providing a phenogrammatics and a function (·)◦
sends analysis trees (tectostructures) to semantic representations. (4b) and (4c) give
examples of how (4a) is translated twice.
(4) a. [[a woman]3 [[every man]3 [love he0 ]5 ]4 ]14,0
b. σ(4a) = every man loves a woman
c. (4a)◦ = λi∃y (woman yi ∧ ∀x (man xi → love yxi))
The purpose was to give an alternative definition of the fragment in Montague (1973)
that was mathematically more perspicuous than the original while following it closely,
but structures such as the one in (4a) are functionally equivalent to Dowty’s reduced
analysis trees and language-dependent variations upon σ may formalize various proposals for phenogrammatic realizations of these tectostructures.
It may seem that all these considerations are somewhat particular to Montague
Grammar, which, while it is loosely based on categorial grammar, is certainly not its
most general formulation. But note the proximity of (4a) to the lambda term in (5a).
(5) a. ((a woman)λξ((every man)(love ξ)))
b. ϕ(5a) = ((every • man) • (loves • (a • woman)))
c. µ(5a) = λi∃y (woman yi ∧ ∀x (man xi → love yxi))
All other analysis trees defined in Muskens (1995) have similar resemblances to lambda
terms, with indexed pronouns acting as variables and certain superscripts acting as
binders.
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constant c
john
woman
smokes
loves
believes
every
a

type τ
D
N
DS
DDS
SDS
N (DS)S
N (DS)S

µ(c)
john
woman
smoke
love
λpλxλi.∀j(Bxij → pj)
λP 0 λP λi.∀x(P 0 xi → P xi)
λP 0 λP λi.∃x(P 0 xi ∧ P xi)

γ(τ )
e
est
est
eest
(st)est
(est)(est)st
(est)(est)st

Table 3 An Abstract Categorial Grammar connecting tectostructure with meaning.

Now consider the following observation. If the reduced analysis trees in (2) or (4a)
could be replaced by linear lambda terms (lambda terms in which each binder binds
exactly one variable) such as the one in (5a), we would be back at the heart of categorial
grammar. Linear lambda terms, after all, are the proof terms for Lambek’s calculus
and are in one-to-one correspondence with proofs in the undirected version L*P of
this calculus, studied in van Benthem (1986, 1991). Their adoption as a representation of tectostructure therefore would mean that Lambek’s idea to treat extraction as
hypothetical reasoning is embraced again.
That this can indeed be done was shown independently by de Groote (2001) and
Muskens (2001, 2003) (see www.loria.fr/equipes/calligramme/acg/ for more references), who provide closely related formalisms (called Abstract Categorial Grammar
and Lambda Grammar respectively) that embody the pheno/tecto distinction but also
enable the ‘gap management’ that we saw to be lacking in Curry (1961). I will explain
their system on the basis of a very small fragment.
First some technicalities. If B is some set of basic types, we write TYP (B) for
the smallest set containing B such that (αβ) ∈ TYP (B) whenever α, β ∈ TYP (B).
A function η from types to types is said to be a type homomorphism if η(AB) =
(η(A)η(B)) whenever η(AB) is defined. It is clear that a type homomorphism η with
domain TYP (B) is completely determined by the values of η for types α ∈ B. For
example, let B = {D, N, S} (D stands for determiner phrases, N for noun phrases, S
for sentences) and let δ be a type homomorphism such that δ(D) = δ(N ) = δ(S) = νt.5
Then the values of δ for the types in the second column of Table 2 must be as in
the fourth column.6 Second example: Let γ be the type homomorphism with domain
TYP ({D, N, S}) such that γ(D) = e, γ(N ) = est, and γ(S) = st (here e is for entities,
and s for possible worlds). This is the function illustrated in Table 3.
A second notion we want to define is that of a term homomorphism. A function ϑ
from lambda terms to lambda terms is a term homomorphism based on η if η is a type
homomorphism and, whenever M is in the domain of ϑ:
–
–
–
–

ϑ(M ) is a term of type η(τ ), if M is a constant of type τ ;
ϑ(M ) is the n-th variable of type η(τ ), if M is the n-th variable of type τ ;
ϑ(M ) = (ϑ(A)ϑ(B)), if M ≡ (AB);
ϑ(M ) = λy.ϑ(A), where y = ϑ(x), if M ≡ (λx.A).

Note that this implies that ϑ(M ) is a term of type η(τ ), if M is any term of type τ .
5 We let ν stand for the type of nodes, and t for the type of truth values, so that νt is the
type of sets of nodes. Associating this type with phenogrammatical objects makes it possible
to define certain unary and binary modal operators over them. See Muskens (2007) for detailed
motivation.
6 As before, we omit brackets in types on the understanding that association is to the right.
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If C is some set of typed constants, we write Λ0 (C) for the set of all linear lambda
terms with constants only from C. Clearly, a term homomorphism ϑ with domain
Λ0 (C) is completely determined by the values ϑ(c) for c ∈ C. Consider, for example,
the constants occurring in the first column of Table 2, with types as in the second
column. A term homomorphism ϕ based on δ is completely specified for each term in
Λ0 ({john, woman, . . .}) by the values for these constants given in the third column7
and the reader may verify that ((a woman)λξ((every man)(love ξ))) is sent to a term
that is βη equivalent with ((every • man) • (loves • (a • woman))) as was stated in
(5b).8 A second term homomorphism µ based on γ is given in Table 39 and sends
((a woman)λξ((every man)(love ξ))) to λi∃y (woman yi ∧ ∀x (man xi → love yxi)). In
fact Tables 2 and 3 together define a small fragment of natural language, in which
phenogrammatics and meaning are coupled via tectostructure, the build they have in
common.
This fragment could easily be extended, but should also be improved upon. The
phenogrammatics defined in Table 2 assigns run-of-the-mill linguistic trees to the abstract terms of tectostructure while the linguistic benefits of the approach would be
better exploited if a logic capturing the ideas in Dowty (1995) were defined. This could
be done if the basic algebra behind Dowty’s phenogrammatics were given a purely
logical formulation. This challenge will be left to a future occasion.
The line of research I have sketched here is but one strand in an interwoven texture in which many others are also present. One of them is the research program that
since the 1980s has been pursued by Aarne Ranta and his coworkers and which has led
to highlights such as Ranta (1994, 2004). Ranta’s work is based on Martin-Löf’s constructive version of type theory and a distinction between abstract syntax and concrete
syntax has been present in it from the start. Another strand is Dick Oehrle’s (1994;
1995; 1999) use of labeled deduction in linguistic description. Oehrle decorates proofs
of the undirected Lambek calculus with 1) types, 2) terms that represent meaning, and
3) terms representing phenogrammatics. The system is very close to the one presented
here (for more detailed comparison, see Muskens 2003). Other related formalisms are
Alain Lecomte’s Categorial Minimalism (Lecomte 2001) and the Convergent Grammar
of Carl Pollard (see e.g. Mansfield et al. 2009). Since the turn of the century there has
been a heightened activity within this collection of type-theoretical formalisms bearing family resemblances to one another. They are all in debt to Curry’s pheno/tecto
distinction in one way or another. And so, while this distinction is far from new itself,
it has led to new directions in type-theoretic grammars.
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